
State Surveillance 



“
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Under observation, we act less free, 
which means effectively we are less free.”

— Edward Snowden



IANAL
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Possibility
vs.

Probability
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Most security failures are 
rooted in poor opsec rather 

than in technical 
vulnerabilities
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Bottom Line
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US LE Techniques

Informants

1 2

Call Detail Records

3

Pole Cams

4

Vehicle Tracking Device

Social Media Warrant

5 6

CALEA

7
ISP Packet Capture

8
Inside Surveillance

9
Mobile Surveillance
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Legal Hacking
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US LE Surveillance
Lessons Learned

1. Long-term LE surveillance involving groups of individuals often 
involves an informant

2. LE prefers video over audio for technical surveillance

3. The legal bar to conduct surveillance outside a physical location is 
lower than the bar to conduct surveillance inside a location (IANAL)

4. LE will always prefer the simplest and most straightforward 
surveillance that will gather the evidence they need
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Dataminr
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Penlink PLX
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FBI Philadelphia Arrest
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FPS & Upcoming Protests
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Portland Livestream Arrest
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Observation

Twitter

Instagram

Google

Twitter

ProjectExile7

Ex-FBI Director James Comey mentions his 
Twitter / IG accounts in public appearance 

Locates account for a “Brien Comey” and 
confirms via congratulatory tweet

Requests to follow on IG recommends Comey 
family – and reinholdniebuhr

Comey wrote thesis 
on Reinhold Niebuhr

Seven Twitter 
accountsConnecting 

The Dots



Social Media Strategies
1. Don’t use social media and delete unused accounts

2. Protect your accounts

3. Rethink whether you need every one of those accounts…

4. Compartmentalize your social media use (personal vs. political)
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Be aware of the impact of your social media 
use on other people



Protect Your Accounts
Your password is a weak link

o Use a unique password for each account

• Credential stuffing is rampant

• https://haveibeenpwned.com

o Enable Multi-Factor Authentication such as app codes or hardware key

o Treat security questions as passwords

o Use a password manager
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Remember not all attackers are LE with 
subpoena power



Protect Your Accounts II

Protect yourself and your connections!

o Use privacy settings to restrict who can see what

o Be mindful of what you share and raise awareness 
with others 

o Scrub metadata from images and documents you 
share
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Protect Your Accounts III

Everything is recorded

o Be cognizant that every access to your social 
media accounts is logged, including the time and 
IP address you accessed the platform from

o Your actions within applications can be closely 
monitored (completely recorded even)
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FBI has 640M 
photographs 
for in its facial 
recognition 
database 
(FACES)
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Facial Recognition



Cellular Surveillance



“
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The greatest material risk to the 
profession, despite all its advantages, 
is undoubtedly the telephone. Even if 
you do not use it carelessly yourself, 

the other person very often will.”
— Allen Dulles, Posthumous Notes
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Recent NorCal Example



Your phone pings cell towers nearest where you are located to 
access cellular networks for incoming or outgoing text 
messages, calls and internet access.
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Your phone pings cell 
towers nearest where 
you are located to 
access cellular 
networks for incoming 
or outgoing text 
messages, calls and 
internet access
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Sample Call Detail Record excerpt after a 
target’s phone data was subpoenaed  

Part 1
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Part 2
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https://www.techradar.com/news/p
hone-and-communications/mobile-
phones/how-your-phone-betrays-yo
ur-location-993674

https://www.techradar.com/news/phone-and-communications/mobile-phones/how-your-phone-betrays-your-location-993674
https://www.techradar.com/news/phone-and-communications/mobile-phones/how-your-phone-betrays-your-location-993674
https://www.techradar.com/news/phone-and-communications/mobile-phones/how-your-phone-betrays-your-location-993674
https://www.techradar.com/news/phone-and-communications/mobile-phones/how-your-phone-betrays-your-location-993674
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• Contains detailed records of the exact 
location of hundreds of millions of 
devices (Android and IOS with Google 
apps) dating back nearly a decade

• Geofence or “reverse location” warrant

• FBI and police in CA, NC, FL, MN, ME, 
WA are known users

Or Just Ask
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Non-Profits Track You



Q: Can LE get into my mobile phone if they 
have it in their possession?

A: It depends on a number of factors, 
including the hardware, OS version, 
whether it is powered on/off, whether 
you have unlocked it if powered on (AFU), 
password/passcode complexity, and the 
agency trying to get into your phone
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Cellebrite UFED
Smartphone Acquisition
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Cellebrite UFED
Cellebrite Advanced Services (As of 04 July 2020)



Q: Why Signal?

A: Because you 
probably already use it!
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Four steps to increase 
your Signal security
1. Use a burner number (i.e. Google Voice, Hushed, Sudo)

2. Always verify Safety Numbers (fingerprints)

3. Set Disappearing Messages (one week is a good 
compromise between security and usability)

4. Do not use Signal as your default SMS app (Android)
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Increase Mobile Security
1. Use a phone and SIM not tied to your real name (i.e. burner phone)

2. Use a de-Googled mobile OS (Graphene / Librem)

3. Eliminate unnecessary / unused apps (e.g. Facebook, Gmail etc.)

4. Restrict https://myaccount.google.com/intro/activitycontrols

5. Turn your phone off when seizure risk exists (BFU)

6. Segment your communication between different phones
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Accept that using a cellular phone is 
fundamentally insecure

https://myaccount.google.com/intro/activitycontrols


Mask up!
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Cover your eye area

Leave your phone
Don’t film people

Beware social media
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Thanks!
Any questions?
You can still find us by talking to us after ;-)
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